Agenda

9:00-9:15  Welcoming Remarks
Kevin O'BRIEN, UC-Berkeley

9:15-10:30  Polling and Democratic Politics in Taiwan

Lu-Huei "Jack" CHEN, National Chengchi University and Yung-Tai HUNG,* National Taiwan University
"Combining Landline and Mobile Phone Samples in Taiwan"

Frank LIU, National Sun Yat-Sen University
"The Limits of Using 'Unification and Independence' as an Instrument to Understand Taiwan Politics"

Ching-Hsing WANG, University of Houston and Dennis L. WENG, State University of New York
"Do Election Polls Increase Individual Understanding of Politics?"

Discussant: James LIN, UC-Berkeley

10:30-10:45  BREAK

10:45-12:00  Polling and Democratic Politics in Korea

Jiyoung KIM, Asan Institute for Policy Studies
"Regulatory Environment and Technical Limits in Polling: The Case of the 2016 Korean National Assembly Elections"

Seokho KIM, Seoul National University
"Polls in Korean Politics: Contributor to Quality of Democracy?"

Sunmin KIM and Taeku LEE, UC-Berkeley
"Master or Servant? Public Opinion, Polling, and Democratic Responsiveness in Korea"

Discussant: Shinhye CHOI, UC-Berkeley

12:00-1:30  LUNCH
1:30-2:45  **Polling Accuracy in Korea and Taiwan**

Kyu S. HAHN, Seoul National University
"What Went Wrong? The Polling Disaster during the South Korea's 20th National Assembly Election"

June Woong RHEE, Seoul National University
"Precision and Accuracy of General Election Polls in South Korea"

Eric Chenhua YU, National Chengchi University
"The Role of Polling in Taiwan's Party Politics"

Discussant: Kihong EOM, Kyungpook National University

2:45-3:00  **BREAK**

3:00-4:00  **Democracy and Public Opinion in Comparative Perspective**

Christopher ACHEN, Princeton University
Russell DALTON, UC-Irvine

Discussant: Taeku LEE, UC-Berkeley

*Co-author, not present at this conference.*